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Abstract— Occupancy mapping enables a mobile robot to
make intelligent planning decisions to accomplish its tasks.
Adaptive local maps is an algorithm which represents the
occupancy information as a set of overlapping local maps
anchored to poses in the robot’s trajectory. At any time, a global
occupancy map can be rendered from the local maps to be used
for path planning. The advantage of this approach is that the
occupancy information stays consistent despite the changes in
the pose estimates resulting from loop closures and localization
updates. The disadvantage, however, is that the number of local
maps grows over time. For long robot runs, or for multiple
runs in the same space, this growth will result in redundant
occupancy information, which will in turn increase the time
it takes to render the global map, as well as the memory
footprint of the system. In this paper, we propose a novel
approach for the maintenance of an adaptive local maps system,
which intelligently prunes redundant local maps, ensuring the
robustness and stability required for lifelong mapping.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Occupancy grids provide a convenient representation of
the environment which allows an autonomous mobile robot
to plan a path from its present position to its intended
destination. In SLAM systems using views or sparse feature
maps, such as monocular visual SLAM [1], localization
information is combined with data from other sensors (e.g.
IR, ultrasonic, or bumpers) to build an occupancy grid. If
the localization information from the SLAM system is time
invariant, meaning that the robot’s pose estimation does not
change over time, then a single occupancy grid solution can
be easily implemented to capture the environment.
However, many popular SLAM systems are graph-based
and are not time invariant, because they refine previous pose
estimates as they acquire new information. These changes
to past pose estimates invalidate the single occupancy grid
approach as they may produce an inconsistent state. An
elegant solution to this problem was proposed by Llofriu
et al. [2]. Their method constructs overlapping local submaps, which are anchored to nodes of a SLAM graph. These
anchored nodes keep the occupancy map consistent with
changing trajectory estimates during loop closures and graph
optimization operations. At any time, a global occupancy
map can be rendered from the local maps and used for path
planning. This global map conveniently encodes a snapshot
of the robot’s knowledge of its environment at a single point
in time.
This method works well for individual robot runs where
maps are created from scratch. But in the situation of lifelong
mapping on a robot, i.e., when the robot continuously updates
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Fig. 1: We propose a method for eliminating redundant local
maps without creating discontinuities in the rendered global
map (left). Not having this pruning in a lifelong mapping
scenario results in an overgrowth of redundant local maps,
increasing memory and CPU consumption.

its map over multiple runs in the same space, the number of
local maps will increase over time as shown in in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2. The reason for this growth stems from the way the
local maps are created.

Fig. 2: Growth of the number of local maps with and without
pruning across 50 robot missions in the environment from
Fig. 1. Without pruning, the total number of local maps
increases linearly. With pruning using our method, the total
number of local maps stays stable over time.
As the robot travels, it searches for local maps that are
nearby. We define nearby local maps as those which are
anchored to graph nodes whose poses can be calculated
relative to the robot’s current pose with high certainty. In
some cases the robot may not be able to find a nearby local
map, either because it has moved into uncharted space, or
because the graph contains no recent loop closures – often a
result of illumination changes or movement of furniture. In

either case, the robot’s pose has become too uncertain with
respect to the existing local maps. Unable to find a nearby
local map, the robot must generate a new one.
Over the lifetime of a mobile robot, the growth of local
maps leads to an increase in the memory requirements and
also the rendering time for the global occupancy map. It
is clear that we must discard some of the local maps to
prevent this growth. However, it is not immediately clear
how to efficiently decide which local maps can be removed
without losing information and creating discontinuities in the
rendered global occupancy grid.
In this paper, we present an algorithm for local map
maintenance, which enables the robot to work effectively
in lifelong mapping scenarios. We devise a cost function
which allows us to decide which local maps can be pruned
at the end of each mapping run without sacrificing the
completeness and accuracy of the rendered global map. We
can thus prevent the number of local maps from growing
over time, which in turn stabilizes the memory footprint of
the occupancy mapping system, and also the amount of time
it takes to render the global map.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Mobile robots invariably require information about their
surroundings for use in path planning, manipulation, and
human interaction. Consequently, there is a staggering quantity of research on the topic of simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) for mobile robots. We discuss the
existing research most relevant to our approach in this
section, focusing on methods applicable to visual SLAM and
occupancy grid mapping.
Environmental data is most commonly organized into
geometric maps for use in mobile robotics. Konolige and
Bowman proposed the term lifelong maps to describe maps
which can be updated to represent a changing environment
and which can recover from localization failure [3]. The
lifelong mapping literature often focuses on the vision side
of the SLAM problem, aiming to control the number of
views in a given map. Strategies are myriad, but include
view-clustering algorithms [3], [4], [5], estimates of view
quality [5], [6], and summarization of map data from individual mapping runs [7], [8], [9]. These techniques, while
effective for view management, do not extend naturally to
the occupancy data for which our approach is designed.
Occupancy grids, proposed by Moravec and Elfes [10],
refer to a number of structures which store dense occupancy estimates of a mobile robot’s environment. The
density of this information makes it especially appealing
for path planning, where unexpected obstacles can lead
to unrecoverable failure. Early occupancy grids employed
rasterized arrays estimating purely static environments [11].
More complex techniques have reduced the redundancy of
rasterized information. Octree-based Octomaps [12] have
gained great traction both for their memory efficiency and
their natural optimizations for use with laser scan data
[13], [14]. Additionally, compressed maps which simulate
optical permeability [15], or sparsify occupancy data [16],

[17], [18] have been developed. These methods reduce the
total memory usage and runtime of occupancy mapping,
but do not provide a mechanism for lifelong updates to the
occupancy grids.
Additional work in occupancy grid mapping drops the
assumptions of a single agent in a purely static environment.
Several methods have been suggested for handling dynamic
occupancy data. One method employs fuzzy logic to classify
occupied cells as static, quasi-static, or moving [19], while
another removes nonstationary objects with a spatially aware
binary classifier [20]. The merging of data from multiple
agents has been achieved more ways than can be enumerated, with highlights featuring dynamic programming
[21], advanced uncertainty modeling [22], and numerical
optimization [23]. These methods are powerful, but ill-suited
to an independent, resource-constrained platform, whereas
our algorithm runs in real time on an embedded system.
One of the most successful fusions of lifelong mapping
and occupancy grids has come in the form of local maps, a
scheme in which the global environmental map is segmented
into many independent sub-maps [24]. The idea of local
maps has been improved by many researchers. The ATLAS
framework, for instance, introduced modular components
for the many sub-tasks involved in managing a local maps
system [25]. The relaxation of the independence criterion
of local maps allows sub-maps to share data [26]. This
observation allows multiple sub-maps to be combined into
one when there is a large overlap in features between
them [27]. Hybrid maps, another popular extension of local
maps, feature a global topological graph with local maps
superimposed over it [28]. This scheme allows for fine detail
on the local maps used for path planning, but requires less
computation than a fully global map.
Our work is most closely related to the system proposed in
[2], a hybrid mapping system which adaptively incorporates
changing trajectory estimates into occupancy information.
Our algorithm is also compatible with solutions like VOGmaps [29] which track 3D free-space data in octree-based
local maps. While these systems make important strides
toward lifelong mapping, their memory footprints increase
without bound over the course of many runs. By contrast, our
algorithm scales in space rather than time while preserving
other desirable properties of adaptive local maps for lifelong
mapping.
III. M ETHOD
The primary contribution of this paper is an algorithm
which manages an adaptive local mapping system by intelligently pruning sub-maps. In this section, we present
the approach used to select local maps that can be pruned
without altering the occupancy information in the rendered
global map.
A. SLAM System
The adaptive local maps algorithm relies on a graph-based
SLAM system, such as one proposed by Eade et al. [1].
The SLAM system anchors each local map to a pose from

the robot’s estimated trajectory. Thus, when pose estimates
are updated by loop closures and graph optimization, the
positions and orientations of local maps are updated as well.
The SLAM system must also be able to estimate the relative
uncertainty of the estimated transformation between any two
poses. This uncertainty data determines when a new local
map must be created.
B. Occupancy Mapping System
Our occupancy maps are based on the adaptive local
mapping system. Let a trajectory be given by a set of
poses pt , and corresponding sensory data st indexed by time
t ∈ {1, . . . , T }. Then we can define a family of occupancy
functions ft which represent an estimate of the occupancy
information of a given location (x, y) given information
available at time t.
ft : R × R → {free, occupied, unknown}

(1)

Occupancy information can be modeled probabilistically.
However, for simplicity, we assume discrete cell occupancy
values, free, occupied, and unknown. Let I be an inference
function that takes a robot pose estimate, robot sensory information, and an x- and y-coordinate as inputs and estimates
an occupancy value. f1 can be trivially defined in terms of
I.
f1 (x, y) = I(p1 , s1 , x, y)
(2)
Let a combination function c be defined as a function which
takes a sequence of occupancy estimates of one cell for
various t and outputs a synthesized occupancy estimate.
Now depending on our choice of I and c, we can define
an arbitrary occupancy function at time T as in (3).
fT (x, y) = c(I(p1 , s1 , x, y), ..., I(pT , sT , x, y))

(3)

Such a mapping function can be used effectively with
a single occupancy grid, if the pose estimates pt do not
change after they are first computed. In graph-based SLAM
systems, however, pose estimates do change over time as
new observations are made. To account for that, we store
occupancy information
in collection of local maps, which

we denote by `ti | i ∈ N ≤ L . The local maps are anchored
to nodes in the pose graph, and move together with the pose
estimates as the graph is optimized.
Local maps are updated by combining the cell value at
(x, y) stored in the local map with the occupancy value
generated by the inference function I. We can denote this
update with another combination function indexed by i and
t.
i
`t+1
(x, y) = cti (`ti (x, y), I(pt , st , x, y))

Gx,y = ft (x, y)

(6)

The evaluation of Gx,y depends linearly upon the number
of maps L. The increase in render time as the number of local
maps increase in the system is shown in Fig. 3. In order to
bound rendering times, it is vital to keep L small.
C. Growth of local maps over time
Sometimes, localization systems cannot find the transform
between current and past poses with high certainty when
revisiting the same area. A common situation that could lead
to failure occurs when a robot running a visual SLAM system
is unable to observe visual landmarks in an area because of
poor lighting conditions. In such cases, the robot is forced
to create new local maps which occupy the same space
as existing local maps. Since the robot cannot guarantee

(4)

The mapping function ft at (x, y) using local maps now
becomes a combination of all the local maps that contribute
to the occupancy information of (x, y), that is
ft (x, y) = ct (`t1 (x, y), ..., `tL (x, y)).

Let pt be the robot’s current pose estimate. Let pg be
the pose of the graph node associated with a local map.
Let Σ(pt , pg ) be the relative uncertainty between these two
estimates. Let tr(M) denote the sum of the diagonal elements
of matrix M. Then we will consider the local map to be
nearby if tr(Σ(pt , pg )) < σmin , where σmin is a threshold.
At each point in time, the robot tries to find a nearby local
map if one exists. If a nearby local map cannot be found, a
new local map is created and anchored to the robot’s latest
pose node. Once a local map is found or created, the robot
marks the corresponding cell in that map as free or occupied
based on the inference function I. In [2], a distance threshold
is also used along with the uncertainty threshold, we omit it
from our method, as our experiments did not show it to be
useful.
The final part of the system consists of a rendering
function that combines all or a subset of the local maps as
required and renders occupancy information onto a complete
or a partial rendered map. This map can be used for robot
path planning, room segmentation, human interaction, and
a host of other applications. Conveniently, the occupancy
function ft is a rendering function by construction. Thus we
can create global occupancy map G from our local maps by
the rule in (6).

(5)

Fig. 3: The time it takes to render a global occupancy grid
Gx,y grows as a function of the number of local maps. The
times were averaged over bins of 500 local maps.

consistent observations in these cases, the number of local
maps can and will grow without bound.
We use u(`ti ) to denote the relative uncertainty of the
local map `ti . We define path uncertainty as the product of
uncertainties of each edge along a path in the SLAM graph.
Then u(`ti ) is equal to the minimum path uncertainty for any
path between `i ’s SLAM graph node and any landmark’s
SLAM graph node. In our system, uncertainty is represented
with covariance matrices. If a Σb denotes the shortest path
covariance between nodes a and b in the SLAM graph, and
lm∗ denotes the landmark corresponding to `ti , we arrive at
(7).
u(`ti ) = min

lm ∈ LM
lm∗ lti

= tr(

tr(shortest path uncertainty(`ti , lm))
(7)

Σ )

To be able to successfully perform lifelong mapping over
hundreds of robot runs in an environment with adaptive local
maps, there needs to be a check on the growth of local maps.
We discuss our approach to pruning of these local maps in
the following sub-section.
D. Pruning of local maps
Pruning of local maps is essential to enable a lifelong
mapping system using adaptive local maps. This step can
usually be performed at the end of a mapping run. Let L
denote the set of all local maps `iT , and let S be the subset
of local maps which should be pruned. For any collection of
local maps X ⊆ L, let q(X) be a measure of the quality of
the rendered global grid constructed from X. In our system,
q(X) is defined as the difference in number of occupied cells
between the global grid rendered from L and the global grid
rendered from X. Finally, let εq be a maximum quality loss
threshold specified by the user. The objective of the pruning
algorithm is to maximize the total number of local maps
to be pruned while being constrained by the quality of the
rendered map that is produced by the remaining set of local
maps. Equation 8 formulates this objective as an optimization
problem.
maximize
S

final rendered grid. If the cost of a local map is high, the
contribution of that local map to the rendered grid is low, and
if the cost is low, the map is important, with a meaningful
contribution to the rendered grid.
Let s(x, y) denote the total number of local maps that make
a contribution to the final rendered cell at (x, y). Note that
s(x, y) is similar to the mapping function in (5) except that
instead of combining all the information available, it simply
counts the number of local maps involved. We also define a
function p(x) that gives us a multiplicative factor to calculate
the cost.
(
gain,
if x > 1
(9)
p(x) =
penalty, if x = 1
The product of s(x, y) and p for a particular cell s(x, y) of
a local map `ti is summed over all (x, y) cells in `ti , this gives
the cost for the local map `ti as in (10). If the contribution
s(x, y) of a rendered cell (x, y) is from a single local map
(x = 1), a negative penalty is applied, and a positive gain is
applied otherwise. The negative penalty makes sure the cost
stays low for local maps that have less overlaps with other
local maps, making them less of a candidate for pruning. The
relative uncertainty of the local map is also incorporated in
the cost with a weight λ .

Cost(`ti ) =

(8)

Since the number of ways the pruning set S can be
constructed increases exponentially with the number of local
maps in L , it is not feasible to search exhaustively for
an optimal S. Instead, we begin with S empty and then
repeatedly add local maps from L whose addition to S does
not violate the quality constraint. After a local map is added
to S, it is removed from L . While straightforward, this naive
pruning algorithm may not produce the optimal S, as this
way of constructing S is dependent on the ordering of the
checking and addition of local maps from L . Therefore, we
must find the ordering of local maps which will expose the
best pruning set.
We define a cost function for a local map that describes
the amount of information provided by the local map to the

∑




p(s(x, y)) × s(x, y) + λ u(`ti )

i

(10)

(x,y)∈`t

Algorithm 1 Local map pruning
Require: List L of all local maps `ti , p(x), s(x), λ
1: Local maps to be pruned: S ← {∅}
2:
3:

// Calculate the cost of all the local maps in S
for `ti ∈ L do
cost[`ti ] ←
∑ p(s(x, y)) × s(x, y) + λ u(`ti )
(x,y)∈`ti

// Sort L in a descending order based on local map cost

|S|

subject to q(L ) − q(L \ S) ≤ εq




4:

Lsorted ← sort(S, cost)

// Check constraint, add local map to S if within εq
for (i = 0; i < len(Lsorted ); i = i + 1) do
` ← Lsorted [i]
St ← S ∪ {`}
if |q(L ) − q(L \ St )| ≤ εq then
9:
S ← St

5:
6:
7:
8:

10:

return S

Algorithm 1 details the local map pruning process. The
cost of every local map in L is calculated, and L is then
sorted in a descending order based on the cost and stored in
Lsorted . Local maps are then selected from Lsorted with the
local map with the highest cost selected first, all the way to
the local map with the least cost at the very end. At every

Fig. 4: Log-scale comparison of the numbers of adaptive local maps with and without pruning. The red line shows the
unbounded growth of local maps when no pruning is used. A naive pruning approach, i.e., one without using the cost
function to sort the local maps, yields a set of local maps stable across runs, shown as the green line. Blue line shows
pruning of the local maps with our proposed method of using the cost function to first sort the local maps, and then pruning
them in that order. Our method performs better than the naive method as the overall number of local maps are lower than
the naive method across all runs. Mapped area - Env. A: 656 f t 2 , Env. B: 516 f t 2 , Env. C: 297 f t 2 , Env. D: 285 f t 2 .
Clockwise from top (Env. A, B, D, and C).
iteration, a local map from Lsorted is added to the pruning
set S which at the beginning is empty. Local maps in L
are rendered, and the render quality is calculated. Then, the
local maps in L \ S are rendered, and the render quality is
calculated. The difference between the two render qualities
is compared with εq , and if it is found to be less than εq
(checking the constraint), the selected local map is removed
from L and put into S permanently, i.e., that local map is
marked for pruning.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
Extensive experiments and analysis have been performed
to evaluate the local map pruning algorithm’s performance.
Run-time logs of raw sensor data were collected using
a proprietary robot vacuum cleaning platform in different
environments at different times of day with varied lighting
conditions. These logs contained timestamped odometry, gyroscope data, and images from the robot’s camera. Although
most robots started from and finished at the same location
(e.g. a dock or a charging station), some logs began at

random locations in the environment and ended on a dock.
We ran our SLAM system off-line on these logs. After
running the system on each log, we saved the resulting map
of the environment. These saved maps contained information
about the SLAM graph, visual landmarks, local maps, and
other supporting data. Maps were not deleted between runs.
Thus, even when we ran the SLAM system on the same
log multiple times, each run would be different, because it
started with a different loaded map.
To simulate a realistic scenario, the robot was run on
multiple logs from an environment collected at different
times of the day, the map was saved at the end of each run,
and remained loaded on the robot at start of the next run.
Additionally, we simulated larger sequences of consecutive
runs in the environment by sequentially running the SLAM
system on repeating clusters of logs. For example, to simulate
15 runs for a particular environment for which only 3 logs
were available, the SLAM system was run sequentially on
all all three logs (log1, log2, log3), and then on the same
set of logs four more times in a randomized order (for

Fig. 5: Comparison of the free and occupied cells from the rendered maps with and without pruning for 50 sequential runs
in four environments. Since the environment doesn’t change over the runs, the number of occupied and free cells ideally
shouldn’t deviate too much from previous runs. With our method, it can be seen that the count of free and occupied cells
for the four environments after every run are very close for both our method and adaptive local maps without pruning. This
shows that our method does not have an adverse impact on the quality of the generated maps. Clockwise from top (Env. A,
B, D, and C).

example: log2, log1, log3). The loaded map at the start of
every sequential run was different, thereby making each run
unique.
We have performed sequential mission analysis over 50
missions in four different environments with a gain of 1 and
a penalty of -10 for p(x) (Eqn. 9). We chose a small λ value
for the relative uncertainty weight as that is very dependent
on the SLAM system and robot motion and observation
models. We chose the q(L ) function to be the total number
of occupancy cells in the rendered map from all local maps
in L . We chose an εq value of 0 so that the total number of
occupancy cells in the rendered grid map remain the same
before and after pruning. Environments A and B are similar
in size, Env A has a higher odometry uncertainty whereas
Env B has a lower odometry uncertainty due to different floor
surfaces. Env C and Env D are smaller spaces, but all the
logs that were collected from Env D had lesser variation

in lighting conditions, leading to better localization with
features from older maps.
Fig. 4 shows the growth of local adaptive maps without
pruning and how our method caps the growth of local maps
across multiple missions. The effect of grid management
can be directly observed in the periodic oscillations in the
blue and green lines (corresponding to our method with
and without sorting, respectively). The total number of local
maps stabilize after a few missions leading to no increase
in memory footprint or render times. In environment B, the
robot creates more local maps because of a higher uncertainty
in its odometry because of the floor surface. This results in
the steeper growth of local maps than in some of the other
environments. In Env D, the growth rate is lower than in
the other environments because of better localization leading
to local maps that were created in earlier missions being
picked for mapping. Large fluctuations in the total number of

Fig. 6: Occupancy maps of different environments A, B, C, and D (from left to right) with no local map pruning after 50
missions. In env C., there are some incorrectly mapped occ. cells (inside red circle) because of movement of some of the
local maps from previous runs. With our method as shown below, this is not seen as those local maps that were poorly
constrained were most likely removed. Although pruning of poorly constrained local maps wasn’t the problem that we
accounted for, our method does help sometimes in these cases.

Fig. 7: Occupancy maps of different environments A, B, C, and D (from left to right) with our local map pruning algorithm
after 50 missions.

local maps across robot missions are observed when no cost
function based sorting is used, whereas our method reduces
the amount of fluctuation in the total number of maps across
runs. Fig. 8 plots the number of local maps left after pruning
in one environment to compare different εq values.
For a fair evaluation of the quality of the maps that are
generated after pruning, we compare the rendered occupancy
grid maps by looking at the number of occupied and free
cells in them. The occupied and free cells from the maps
generated after every mission without any pruning is compared against maps generated with our method. Fig. 5 shows
the plots of occupied and free cells after every run for the
same four environments. It can be seen that the occupied
and free cell count in the rendered maps with and without
pruning are very close to each other in all four environments.
This goes to show that even though our method is lossy, since
we don’t incorporate the information from the local maps to
be pruned into other local maps, our method doesn’t affect
the quality of the map when compared to maps that would

otherwise have been generated without pruning.

Fig. 8: Multiple plots of the total number of local maps that
are left after pruning has happened with different values of
εq . Our q(L ) function that looks at the total number of occ.
cells is used here.

Fig. 6 shows the rendered occupancy maps from our four
testing environments after 50 missions without performing
any local map pruning. Fig. 7 shows the rendered maps after
50 missions with our local pruning pruning algorithm applied
after each mission. While the corresponding maps in the two
figures are not identical, it is clear that our pruning has not
caused any drastic changes or discontinuities.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we have presented a novel practical method of
pruning redundant local maps, which allows a mobile robot
to maintain the accuracy and consistency of its occupancy
grid during lifelong mapping, without exceeding its memory
and computational capacity. We have defined a cost function
for each local map, representing its contribution to the global
rendered grid. We then used this function to decide which
local maps can be removed without compromising the global
grid’s integrity, i.e. without creating discontinuities. Thus we
have achieved our objective of curtailing the growth of the
number of local maps, without which lifelong mapping using
adaptive local maps would have been impossible.
In this paper we have assumed discrete cell occupancy
values. On the other hand, modeling the occupancy information with probabilities opens the possibility of preventing
the increase in the number of local maps by merging some
of them, i.e. distributing the information of the to-be-pruned
local map to other local maps and then pruning it. Further
research is needed to explore the possible advantages of
merging over pruning the local maps, and to devise efficient
and practical algorithms for it.
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